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ABSTRACT
This paper considers the Hanle eﬀect produced by a turbulent magnetic field. To overcome the simplified microturbulent treatment whereby the
Hanle phase matrix is locally averaged over some magnetic field distribution, we consider a turbulent magnetic field with a finite correlation
length. We assume that the magnetic field along each individual photon path can be represented by a Kubo-Anderson process (KAP) and study
the stationary solution as time goes to infinity. A KAP is a discontinuous Markov process. The random magnetic field is characterized by a
correlation length and a distribution function of the magnetic field vector; both can be chosen arbitrarily. The microturbulent limit is recovered
when the correlation length goes to zero. A non-stochastic integral equation of the Wiener-Hopf type is obtained for a mean conditional
source vector. This integral equation yields explicit expressions for the mean Stokes parameters, provided one makes physically realistic
approximations, namely neglect the eﬀect of the magnetic field on Stokes I, keep only the contributions from I and Q in the source terms for
Stokes Q and Stokes U and solve the integral equation for Q with a two-scattering approximation. The final expressions involve mean values
and correlation functions of some of the elements of the Hanle phase matrix and show the dependence on the correlation length of the random
magnetic field.
The combined eﬀects of a turbulent velocity field and a turbulent magnetic field with finite correlation lengths is also studied. The velocity field
is represented by a KAP with the same correlation length as the magnetic field. Some of the velocity field eﬀects are treated with an eﬀective
medium approximation as in Frisch & Frisch (1976, MNRAS, 175, 157). Explicit expressions are obtained for the mean Stokes parameters.
They can account for correlations between velocity field and magnetic field fluctuations.
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1. Introduction
The Hanle eﬀect is a powerful diagnostic tool for the mea-
surement of weak magnetic fields, deterministic or turbulent
(Stenflo 1978; Sahal-Bréchot 1981; Stenflo 1982). Contrary
to the Zeeman eﬀect, the Hanle eﬀect leaves a signature on
the polarization even for an isotropically distributed random
field with zero mean. The work of Stenflo and followers is
based on the assumption that the magnetic field is microtur-
bulent, namely that it has a correlation scale much smaller than
a photon mean-free path around line center. One can then av-
erage the Hanle phase matrix over the distribution of the ran-
dom magnetic field. If the latter is isotropically distributed, the
Hanle problem reduces to a resonance polarization problem
with a modified (smaller) polarization parameter (Stenflo 1982,
1994). All the determinations of solar turbulent magnetic fields
have been carried out so far with this particular microturbulent
magnetic field model (Faurobert-Scholl 1993, 1996; Faurobert
et al. 2001; Trujillo Bueno at al. 2004; Bommier et al. 2005).
The diagnostic method is based on a comparison between
the observed Stokes parameters and the Stokes parameters
given by an atmospheric model with zero magnetic field. The
magnetic field determination is therefore fairly sensitive to the
atmospheric parameters and in particular to the assumed tur-
bulent velocity field which influences the width and depth of
the Stokes parameters profiles (Stenflo 1994). Nearly all deter-
minations of the turbulent magnetic field in the quiet regions of
the solar photosphere have been carried out with a turbulent ve-
locity represented by a mixture of microturbulence and macro-
turbulence, each one being modeled by a Gaussian distribution.
The micro and macroturbulent root mean square (rms) veloc-
ities are deduced from the frequency profiles of Stokes I, the
microturbulent rms from the line width and the macroturbulent
rms from the line center intensity. The sensitivity of the mag-
netic field determination to the choices of the micro and macro
rms is discussed in Bommier et al. (2005). Recently Trujillo
Bueno et al. (2004) have determined the mean magnetic field
strength in the quiet sun, using a 3D hydrodynamical numer-
ical simulation of the solar surface convection. The turbulent
magnetic field is treated as usual with a microturbulent approx-
imation.
To overcome the micro/macro turbulent approximation, we
consider here the eﬀects of random magnetic and velocity
fields in which turbulent fluctuations have a wide range of
wave numbers. This is actually the standard situation in stel-
lar atmospheres because of the very large kinetic and magnetic
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Reynolds numbers. Our goal is to obtain mean values for
the observable Stokes parameters. Our approach is largely in-
spired by the work carried out in the seventies on the broad-
ening of spectral lines by a turbulent velocity with a finite
correlation length. Several velocity field models with a finite
correlation length were introduced to address this question.
A detailed review can be found in Mihalas (1978). For the
present investigation, we have chosen Kubo-Anderson pro-
cesses (KAP) to model the random magnetic and velocity
fields. We note here that Landi Degl’Innocenti (1994) (see also
Landi Degl’Innocenti & Landolfi 2004, henceforth LL04) has
used a KAP to study the Zeeman eﬀect by a turbulent magnetic
field.
A KAP is a step-wise stationary Markov process. It takes
constant but random values on intervals of random length. It
is characterized by a distribution function and a correlation
length. The former gives the random values of the Markov pro-
cess and the latter the mean distance between the jumps from
one value to another. The Markov property is essential to obtain
explicit expressions for mean quantities. A KAP has an expo-
nential covariance. The microturbulent limit is recovered when
the correlation length goes to zero and the macroturbulent limit
when the correlation length goes to infinity.
The distribution of the magnetic field vector in the upper
layers of the quiet photosphere is not well known nor are the
correlations between magnetic field and velocity fields fluctu-
ations. For isotropic turbulence, symmetry arguments give that
these correlations are zero when the magnetic field is treated as
a pseudo-vector (Domke & Pavlov 1979). In the usual magnetic
field determinations based on a microturbulent description of
the magnetic field associated with a micro/macro description
of the velocity field, the magnetic field and velocity field fluc-
tuations are fully decoupled. The method that we describe here
shows how treat magnetic fields and velocity fields with a fi-
nite correlation length and can handle correlations between the
magnetic field and velocity field fluctuations.
For spectral lines formed by multiple scatterings of pho-
tons, i.e. under non-LTE conditions, it is not possible, even with
a Markov model, to obtain closed equations for mean quantities
because the photons can return several time to the same turbu-
lent element (Gail et al. 1975; Magnan 1975; Frisch & Frisch
1976, henceforth FF76). A way out of this diﬃculty is to as-
sume a random process in time instead of a random process in
space and then consider the stationary solution as time goes to
infinity. This method was introduced in FF76 and worked out
in Froeschlé & Frisch (1980, henceforth FF80). The results of
these papers are generalized here to treat the Hanle eﬀect with
random magnetic fields and velocity fields.
The outline of the paper is the following. In Sect. 2, we
recall the transfer equation for the Hanle eﬀect. In Sects. 3
to 5, we assume that the magnetic field only is random. In
Sect. 3, we show how to set up the time-dependent transfer
problem, introduce the random magnetic field model, construct
a time-independent stochastic transfer equation and establish
an integral equation for a mean conditional time-independent
source vector. In Sect. 4 we explain how the problem can be
simplified by taking into account some of the properties of the
Hanle eﬀect. In Sect. 5 we establish explicit expressions for
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Fig. 1. Reference system. Definition of θ and χ, the inclination and
longitude of the direction Ω.
the mean observable Stokes parameters. They involve the cor-
relation length of the magnetic field and are constructed with a
two-scattering approximation. Section 6 is devoted to the joint
eﬀects of turbulent magnetic and velocity fields.
2. The transfer equation for the Hanle effect
We consider a plane parallel semi-infinite atmosphere and
choose the reference system shown in Fig. 1 where z is the nor-
mal to the atmosphere. The Hanle eﬀect, i.e., resonance scatter-
ing in the presence of a magnetic field, can be described by the
three Stokes parameters I, Q, U. At any point in the medium
the three-component Stokes vector S with components I, Q,
U depends on z and on a direction Ω defined by its two polar
angles θ and χ. It also depends on a frequency variable x. Here
x is measured in Doppler width units with the zero at line cen-
ter. We also assume a two-level atom with unpolarized ground
level.
The full theory of the Hanle eﬀect is still in a somewhat
preliminary phase, in particular when it comes to describe the
frequency redistribution at each scattering although some theo-
retical progress have been made by Bommier (1997a,b; see also
Landi Degl’Innocenti et al. 1997). Observations are usually an-
alyzed with some simplifying assumptions namely that the full
redistribution matrix can be written as a sum of terms, each
of which is the product of a frequency redistribution function
r(x, x′) by a scattering phase matrix ˆR(Ω,Ω′; H). Here Ω and
x are the direction and frequency of the incident beam,Ω′ and
x′ the direction and frequency of the scattered beam and H the
magnetic field vector (see e.g. Domke & Hubeny 1998; Stenflo
1994, and references therein; Faurobert et al. 2001; Bommier
et al. 2005; Holzreuter et al. 2005). For a two-level atom model,
with unpolarized ground level and a redistribution function of
the above type, each Stokes parameter can be written in the
form
si(z, x,Ω) =
∑
KQ
T KQ (i,Ω)sKQ(z, x, θ). (1)
Here i = 0, 1, 2 is the index of the Stokes component, with
s0 = I, s1 = Q and s2 = U. The indices K and Q take
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the values K = 0,Q = 0, K = 2,Q = ±2,±1, 0. The T KQ
are irreducible spherical tensors for polarimetry introduced by
Landi Degl’Innocenti (1984) (see also LL04). The six func-
tions sKQ depend on the inclination angle θ but not on the lon-
gitude χ. They are complex quantities and, since the si are
real, they satisfy the same conjugation property as the T KQ ,
namely (sKQ)∗ = (−1)QsK−Q, where ∗ stand for complex conju-
gate. Using the conjugation property, it is possible to construct
six real functions : I1 = s00, I2 = s
2
0, I3 = 2(s21), I4 = 2(s21);
I5 = 2(s22), I6 = 2(s22). The Stokes parameters can then be
written as
I = I1 +
1
2
√
2
(3µ2 − 1)I2
−
√
3
2
µ
√
1 − µ2(I3 cosχ − I4 sin χ)
+
√
3
4
(1 − µ2)(I5 cos 2χ − I6 sin 2χ), (2)
Q = − 3
2
√
2
(1 − µ2)I2
−
√
3
2
µ
√
1 − µ2(I3 cosχ − I4 sin χ)
−
√
3
4 (1 + µ
2)(I5 cos 2χ − I6 sin 2χ), (3)
U =
√
3
2
√
1 − µ2(I3 sin χ + I4 cosχ)
+
√
3
2
µ(I5 sin 2χ + I6 cos 2χ). (4)
A decomposition very similar to Eq. (1) was first given for
the six real functions Ii by Faurobert-Scholl (1991) with a
Fourier decomposition with respect to χ of the Stokes vec-
tor and of the Hanle phase matrix (see also Nagendra et al.
1998, henceforth NFF98; Frisch 1998, 1999, henceforth F99).
Recently Loskutov (2004) and Ivanov (2004) have proposed
a factorization of the phase matrix ˆR which provides a sim-
ple method for achieving the same decomposition. Actually the
simplest method to establish Eq. (1) is to write the phase matri-
ces ˆR(Ω,Ω′; H) in terms of the irreducible tensors T KQ , using
expressions given in, e.g., LL04.
Here we make the assumption that the redistribution ma-
trix contains a single term of the form r(x, x′) ˆR(Ω,Ω′; H). For
simplicity we also assume that there is no correlation between
x and x′, i.e. we assume complete frequency redistribution as
in Landi Degl’Innocenti et al. (1990), for example. We then
have r(x, x′) = ϕ(x)ϕ(x′), where ϕ(x) is the line absorption
profile, normalized to unity. The Ii, can be used to form a six-
component vector I(z, x, θ). In the following we use this vector
to represent the polarized field and refer to it as the irreducible
Stokes vector.
The transfer equation for I can be written as
µ
∂I
∂z
= −k(z)ϕ(x)I + k(z)ϕ(x)
[
G(z) + (1 − ˆE) ˆM(H)
×
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +1
−1
ϕ(x′) ˆΨ(µ′)I(z, x′, µ′) dµ
′
2
dx′
]
. (5)
Here µ = cos θ. We have denoted k(z) the line frequency in-
tegrated absorption coeﬃcient per unit length. The variables
z and x have been introduced above. The vector G is a given
source term. It is a six-component vector corresponding to a
decomposition similar to Eq. (1) of a primary source term, of-
ten of thermal origin. If the latter is unpolarized, as assumed
here, only the first component G1 is non zero. ˆM(H) is a 6 × 6
matrix which depends on the magnetic field and ˆΨ also a 6 × 6
matrix. The matrix ˆE accounts for inelastic collisions and elas-
tic depolarizing collisions. It is a diagonal matrix. The 6×6 unit
matrix is simply denoted by 1. More details on these matrices
are given in Sect. 4.
The Hanle eﬀect acts only around the line center (Omont
et al. 1973; LL04). In the line wings, the life-time of the upper
level is too short for the magnetic field to destroy the phase
coherences of the Zeeman sub-levels. A simple way to take
this property into account is to consider that ˆM becomes equal
to the identity matrix for frequencies |x| > xc. Typically xc  3.
The results are not very sensitive to the choice of xc. We explain
on the final results how this cutoﬀ can be implemented.
3. Time-dependent transfer problem
In the transfer equation, randomness comes through the ma-
trix ˆM. Proceeding as in FF76, we assume that the magnetic
field H is a function of time t, H(t) = H(z(t)), where z(t) is
the random position of the photon at time t. Together with the
time-dependent random magnetic field, we must use the time-
dependent transfer equation,
1
c
∂I(t, z, x, µ)
∂t
= −µ∂I
∂z
− k(z)ϕ(x)I + k(z)ϕ(x)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣G(z)
+ (1 − ˆE) ˆM(H)
∫
x′µ′
ϕ(x′) ˆΨ(µ′)I(t, z, x′, µ′) dµ′ dx′
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (6)
where c is the velocity of light. We have used the compact
notation∫
xµ
dµ dx =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +1
−1
dµ
2
dx. (7)
In addition, we must prescribe an initial condition I(0) =
I(0, z, x, µ). We assume that the primary source G is time-
independent. Hence, Eq. (6) has a stationary solution. We are
interested in the mean value of this solution.
3.1. The magnetic field model
As mentioned in Sect. 1, we assume that the random mag-
netic field can be represented by a KAP. A KAP is a step-
wise constant Markov process which jumps at randomly cho-
sen points between random step-values. The jumping points
ti are uniformly and independently distributed in [−∞,+∞]
with a Poisson distribution of density 1/tcorr. In each inter-
val ti−1 < t < ti, the magnetic field takes a constant value
H(t) = Hi. The Hi are random variables with a probability
density P(H). A KAP is therefore characterized by a correla-
tion time tcorr and a probability density P(H).
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This type of process was introduced in connection with nu-
clear magnetic resonance (Anderson 1954; Kubo 1954). It was
used to model the stochastic Stark eﬀect (Frisch & Brissaud
1971; Brissaud & Frisch 1971). For radiative transfer, it was
employed to study the broadening of spectral lines by a turbu-
lent velocity field (Auvergne et al. 1973). The denomination
KAP was introduced in this context. The KAP, and some gen-
eralized versions, are discussed in detail in Brissaud & Frisch
(1974), a review article on the solution of linear stochastic dif-
ferential equations.
As H is a stationary Markov random process (Wang &
Uhlenbeck 1945; Barucha-Reid 1960; Papoulis 1965; Feller
1971), the transition probability density Ptr(H, t|H′), such that
Ptr d3H is the probability to find a field H (within d3H) at time
s+ t, given a field H′ at time s, satisfies the Kolmogorov equa-
tion
∂Ptr(H, t|H′)
∂t
=
∫
Π(H,H′′)Ptr(H′′, t|H′) d3H′′. (8)
Here Π is an integral operator which defines the Markov pro-
cess. For diﬀusion processes, like the Brownian motion or
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Uhlenbeck & Ornstein 1930;
Feller 1971), the Kolmogorov equation is actually a second-
order diﬀerential equation. In the modern terminology, it is
called a Fokker-Planck equation. The stationary solution of the
Kolmogorov equation is the distribution P(H). The transition
probability satisfies∫
Ptr(H′′, t|H′) d3H′′ = 1, (9)
with the initial condition
Ptr(H, 0|H′) = δ(H − H′), (10)
where δ is the Dirac distribution. For a KAP,
Π(H,H′) = − 1
tcorr
[
δ(H − H′) − P(H)] . (11)
The solution of the Kolmogorov equation is
Ptr(H, t|H′) = δ(H − H′) e−t/tcorr + (1 − e−t/tcorr )P(H). (12)
The first term gives the probability that the magnetic field keeps
its initial value H′ after an interval of time t and the second term
the probability that it takes a value H, with probability P(H).
3.2. The mean conditional irreducible Stokes vector
Equation (6) is a stochastic diﬀerential equation with Markov
coeﬃcients to which we can apply the standard technique of
solution (Frisch 1968). Symbolically, Eq. (6) can be written as
1
c
∂I
∂t
= L(H(t))I(t) +AG, (13)
where L is a linear operator which depends deterministically
on the Markov process H(t) and A = k(z)ϕ(x). The crucial
remark is that the joint process {H(t), I(t)} is also a Markov
process. Its probability density P(H, I; t) satisfies
∂P
∂t
= ΠP − c
6∑
l=1
∂
∂Il
[
[Ll(H)I +AGl]P
]
. (14)
The index l refers to the 6 components of I. The first term ex-
presses the change between t and t+dt of the probability density
of the magnetic field and the following terms the change in the
probability of the components of I which evolve according to
Eq. (13)1. The initial condition is
P(H, I; 0) = P(H)
6∏
l=1
δ
(
Il − I(0)l
)
. (15)
We now introduce a mean conditional irreducible Stokes vector
I (t, z, x, µ|H). Each component Ik is defined for k = 1 to 6 by
Ik(t, z, x, µ|H) = 1P(H)
∫
P(H, I; t)Ik dI1 . . . dI6. (16)
We stress that I is a conditional mean. Indeed,P(H, I; t)/P(H)
is the conditional probability density of I at time t, knowing
H(t) = H. To obtain the mean irreducible Stokes vector itself,
it suﬃces to average I over H with the density P(H). Here con-
ditional means are denoted with calligraphic uppercase letters
and means over the magnetic distribution with Roman letters.
Equation (14), is the starting point to construct a closed
transfer equation for each Ik : it suﬃces to multiply it by Ik and
then to integrate as in Eq. (16). The terms involving the partial
derivatives in the r.h.s. of Eq. (14) can be integrated by parts.
The integrated term is zero because of the factor P. The re-
maining integral contains only the term corresponding to l = k.
One thus obtains
1
c
∂Ik
∂t
=
1
c
Π1Ik + Lk(H)I +AGk, (17)
where
Π1 =
1
P(H)Π(H,H
′)P(H′). (18)
Lk is the k-component of the operator L. We can write this
result in the vectorial form
1
c
∂I
∂t
= L(H)I +AG + 1
c
Π1I , (19)
where L is the transfer operator. In explicit notation, Eq. (19)
can be written as
1
c
∂I (t, z, x, µ|H)
∂t
+ µ
∂I (t, z, x, µ|H)
∂z
=
−k(z)ϕ(x)I (t, z, x, µ|H) + k(z)ϕ(x)
[
G(z)
+(1 − ˆE) ˆM(H)
∫
x′µ′
ϕ(x′) ˆΨ(µ′)I (t, z, x′, µ′|H) dµ′ dx′
]
+
1
c
∫
Π1(H,H′)I (t, z, x, µ|H′) d3H′. (20)
There is an initial condition
I (0, z, x, µ|H) = I(0)(z, x, µ,H). (21)
1 The derivative is actually a functional derivative but can be ma-
nipulated here as an ordinary derivative. The same remark holds for
the integral in Eq. (16).
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3.3. Stationary transfer equation for the mean
conditional irreducible Stokes vector I
We are interested in the stationary solution only, so we set
∂/∂t = 0. This solution is independent of the initial condi-
tion I(0). We introduce the line optical depth defined as dτ =
−k(z) dz. We thus obtain for I the transfer equation
µ
∂I (τ, x, µ|H)
∂τ
= ϕ(x) [I (τ, x, µ|H) −S(τ|H)]
−1
c
1
k(τ)
∫
Π1(H,H′)I (τ, x, µ|H′) d3H′, (22)
where
S(τ|H) = G(τ)
+(1 − ˆE) ˆM(H)
∫
xµ
ϕ(x) ˆΨ(µ)I (τ, x, µ|H) dµ dx. (23)
In the following we refer to S(τ|H) as the mean conditional
source vector. The boundary conditions are given at the surface
τ = 0 and at infinity. We assume as usual that the radiation inci-
dent on the surface is zero and that it tends to G(τ) at infinity. In
addition, boundedness for |H| → ∞must be assumed to ensure
uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (22).
The operator Π introduced in Eq. (11) contains a correla-
tion time scale tcorr. The corresponding spatial correlation scale
measured in optical depth units is τcorr(τ) = ck(τ)tcorr. It is con-
venient to introduce ν = 1/τcorr which can be interpreted as a
mean number of turbulent eddies per unit optical depth. Here
we assume that ν is independent of optical depth. To simplify
the notation, we redefine the operator Π1 such that
1
ck(τ)Π1 −→ νΠ1, (24)
with the new Π1 defined by
Π1 = − 1P(H)
[
δ(H − H′) − P(H)] P(H′). (25)
We observe here for future use that
−Π1 f = f (H) − 〈 f (H)〉; 〈Π1 f 〉 = 0, (26)
for any function f (H). To obtain this result, we multiply
Eq. (25) by f (H′) and integrate over H′. We note also that
Π1〈 f 〉 = 0; hence Πn1 = Π1, (27)
for all powers n of Π1.
3.4. Integral equation for the mean conditional source
vector S
From the equation of transfer for I (τ, x, µ|H), we can construct
an integral operator equation for S(τ|H) by the usual method.
Writing the operator Π1 as an abstract operator, the formal
solution of Eq. (22) can be written as
I (τ, x, µ|H) =∫ ∞
τ
exp
[
−τ
′ − τ
µ
(ϕ − νΠ1)
]
ϕ(x)S(τ′| ·) dτ
′
µ
; µ > 0; (28)
I (τ, x, µ|H) =
−
∫ τ
0
exp
[
−τ
′ − τ
µ
(ϕ − νΠ1)
]
ϕ(x)S(τ′| ·) dτ
′
µ
; µ < 0. (29)
The source vector S is a function of the magnetic field, but its
dependence cannot be written explicitly because of the expo-
nential operator. The magnetic field dependence is indicated by
a dot. Here ϕ stands for ϕ(x) times the operator unity. Inserting
this formal solution into Eq. (23), we obtain an operator inte-
gral equation of the Wiener-Hopf type,
S(τ|H) = G(τ)
+ (1 − ˆE) ˆM(H)
∫ ∞
0
K(τ − τ′; H)S(τ′| ·) dτ′, (30)
where the operatorK is defined by
K(τ; H) =∫ wh
xµ
ϕ(x) ˆΨ(µ) exp
[
−|τ|
µ
(ϕ − νΠ1)
]
ϕ(x) dµ dx. (31)
We have introduced the notation∫ wh
xµ
dµ dx =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ 1
0
1
2µ
dµ dx. (32)
Equations (22) and (30) have the structure of ordinary vecto-
rial transfer equations, but with an additional independent 3D
variable H. Attempts to solve these equations numerically will
encounter serious diﬃculties. The problem can be simplified
by taking advantage of some properties of the Hanle eﬀect.
4. A simplified Hanle problem
Polarization produced by resonance scattering is always weak
since it is created by the anisotropy of the radiation field. In
the presence of a magnetic field, the polarization becomes
in general even weaker. Approximations based on this re-
mark have been shown to give very satisfactory results with
errors falling within the error bar of standard measurements
(Faurobert-Scholl 1991; NFF98). They will allow us to obtain
an explicit expression for the mean observable Stokes parame-
ters. Before we describe the approximation, we must recall the
meaning of the three matrices in Eq. (5) (see also Eq. (23)).
The matrices ˆM, ˆΨ and ˆE are 6 × 6 matrices with lines and
columns numbered from 1 to 6. The elements of these matri-
ces can be found in Faurobert-Scholl (1991) (see also NFF98;
F99). Here we give only a few of them. We note also that signs
may be diﬀerent from those of the above mentioned articles be-
cause of sign diﬀerences in the elements of the vector I . The
first line and first column of ˆM contain only zeros, except for
M1,1 = 1 (we drop the symbol hat when we refer to elements
of these matrices). The others 25 elements of ˆM are non zero
and depend on the magnetic field (strength and direction). In ˆΨ,
only the diagonal elements and the two oﬀ diagonal elements
Ψ1,2 = Ψ2,1 are non zero. The non zero elements are Ψ1,1 = 1,
Ψ1,2(µ) =
√
W2
2
√
2
(3µ2 − 1),
Ψ2,2(µ) = W24 (5 − 12µ
2 + 9µ4). (33)
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The other non-zero elements, Ψ3,3 = Ψ4,4 and Ψ5,5 = Ψ6,6 are
not used here. Henceforth we assume W2 = 1, value corre-
sponding to a normal Zeeman triplet. The matrix ˆE is diagonal
with E1,1 = o and Ek,k = p for k = 2 to 6. The parameter
o describes destruction by inelastic collisions and p depolar-
ization by elastic collisions. One roughly has o  ΓI/ΓR and
p  D(2)/ΓR where ΓI is the inelastic collision rate, ΓR the ra-
diative de-excitation rate and D(2) the collisional depolarization
rate. If D(2)  ΓI then p  o (for the full definitions of o and
p, see Frisch 1998; also Faurobert et al. 2001; Bommier et al.
2005; LL04 Sect. 5.14).
In Eq. (5), the source term (inside the square bracket) can
be written as S(z) = G(z)+ (1− ˆE) ˆM(H)J(z), where J(z) is a 6-
component vector. Numerical solutions of Eq. (5) (see NFF98)
show that J2 is roughly ten times smaller than J1 and that the
other Jk with k = 3, . . . , 6 are roughly ten times smaller than
J2. To evaluate the source function, it is actually suﬃcient to
keep the two first columns in the matrix ˆM and set all the other
elements to zero (in the first column, only the element M1,1 is
not zero). With this approximation we keep in the source terms
the contributions from the Q = 0 components, s00 = I1 and
s20 = I2, only. The transfer equations for the Ik take thus much
simpler forms.
The transfer equation for I1 becomes the usual scalar one,
µ
∂I1(τ, x, µ)
∂τ
= ϕ(x)I1(τ, x, µ)
− ϕ(x)
[
(1 − o)
∫
x′µ′
ϕ(x′)I1(τ, x′, µ′) dµ′ dx′ +G1
]
. (34)
It contains no random elements, hence I1 is not random.
The transfer equation for I2 is
µ
∂I2(τ, x, µ)
∂τ
= ϕ(x)
[
I2(τ, x, µ) − S 2(τ)
]
, (35)
where
S 2(τ) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)
×
[
CI(τ) +
∫
xµ
Ψ2,2(µ)ϕ(x)I2(τ, x, µ) dµ dx
]
, (36)
with
CI(τ) =
∫
xµ
ϕ(x)Ψ1,2(µ)I1(τ, x, µ) dµ dx. (37)
The definition of
∫
xµ
is given in Eq. (32). Since I1 is non ran-
dom, CI is non random either. It plays the role of a primary
source term for the Stokes parameter Q. Actually CI is the
dominant term in the component ¯J20 of the frequency averaged
irreducible tensor of the radiation field ¯JKQ (LL04). When the
radiation field is isotropic, CI is zero. In the equation for I2,
randomness comes thus from the matrix element M2,2. Since
this equation contains a scattering term involving I2, it presents
the same kind of diﬃculties as Eq. (5), but it is possible, in con-
trast with Eq. (5), to make physically reasonable assumptions
which permit the calculation of the mean value of I2, as shown
below.
The transfer equations for Ik, k = 3, . . . , 6, are of the form
µ
∂Ik(τ, x, µ)
∂τ
= ϕ(x)
[
Ik(τ, x, µ) − S k(τ)
]
, (38)
with S k(τ) given by Eq. (36) where M22 should be replaced
by Mk2, while the two terms in the square bracket are un-
changed. Thus, the equations for the Ik have no scattering
terms. Randomness comes from the matrix elements Mk,2 and
from I2. The solution of the transfer problem for I2 will allow
us to calculate the mean values of the Ik for k = 3 to 6.
5. Mean Stokes Q and U
We show in this Section how to determine the mean values of
Ik, k = 2, . . . , 6. Equations (2) to (4) will then give us the mean
values of the Stokes parameters Q and U and the magnetic field
dependent terms in the expansion of Stokes I.
We introduce I2, the conditional mean of I2 and apply the
technique described in Sect. 3 to Eq. (35). In Sect. 5.1, we con-
struct an integral equation similar to Eq. (30) for a mean con-
ditional source function S2(τ|H). A Neumann series expansion
of this integral equation, limited to the two first terms, yields
an explicit expression for S2(τ|H) as is shown in Sect. 5.2. In
Sect. 5.3, we show how to average S2(τ|H) over the magnetic
field distribution. We thus obtain a mean source function ¯S 2(τ)
which is used in Sect. 5.4 to calculate the mean value of I2.
In Sect. 5.5, we show how to construct the mean values of the
Sk(τ|H) and Ik, for k = 3, . . . , 6.
5.1. Stokes Q. Integral equation for the mean
conditional source function S2
Following the procedure described in Sect. 3, we deduce from
Eqs. (22) and (23) the transfer equation,
µ
∂I2(τ, x, µ|H)
∂τ
= ϕ(x)
[
I2(τ, x, µ|H) − S2(τ|H)
]
−ν
∫
Π1(H,H′)I2(τ, x, µ|H′) d3H′, (39)
where
S2(τ|H) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣CI(τ)
+
∫
xµ
ϕ(x)Ψ2,2(µ)I2(τ, x, µ|H) dµ dx
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (40)
Inserting the formal solution of Eq. (39) into Eq. (40), we
obtain for S2 the Wiener-Hopf integral equation
S2(τ|H) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)
×
[
CI(τ) +
∫ ∞
0
K2,2(τ − τ′; H)S2(τ′| ·) dτ′
]
, (41)
where the operatorK2,2 is given by
K2,2(τ; H) =∫ wh
xµ
ϕ2(x)Ψ2,2(µ) exp
[
−|τ|
µ
(ϕ − νΠ1)
]
dµ dx. (42)
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As pointed out, solving this integral equation where H is an in-
dependent variable will be a very laborious task. We now con-
struct an approximate solution by way of a Neumann series
expansion.
5.2. Neumann series expansion
The Neumann series expansion method of solution applies to
any type of integral equations. For simplicity, we present it
for the integral equation satisfied by S 2(τ) and then apply it
to Eq. (41).
The formal solution of Eq. (35) yields the integral equation
S 2(τ) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)
×
[
CI(τ) +
∫ ∞
0
K2,2(τ − τ′)S 2(τ′) dτ′
]
, (43)
where
K2,2(τ) =
∫ wh
xµ
ϕ2(x)Ψ2,2(µ) exp
[
−|τ|ϕ(x)
µ
]
dµ dx. (44)
Here H is any magnetic field, random or not. For the com-
ponent I1, one can also introduced a source function S 1 de-
fined as S 2 with p replaced by o, M2,2 replaced by M1,1, Ψ2,2
by Ψ1,1 and the primary source term CI(τ) replaced by G1(τ).
The source function S 1 satisfies an integral equation similar to
Eq. (43). Although the equations for S 1 and S 2 look formally
the same, they have quite diﬀerent behaviors because the inte-
gral of Ψ1,1 over µ is equal to unity while the integral of Ψ2,2 is
equal to 7/10 as can be easily deduced from Eq. (33). Therefore
the integral of K2,2 over τ (from−∞ to +∞) is also equal to 7/10
(we recall that ϕ(x) is normalized to unity). To construct the so-
lution of Eq. (43), it is convenient to introduce a renormalized
kernel K∗2,2 = (10/7)K2,2, normalized to unity, and an albedo
for single scattering λ2 = 710 (1 − p)M2,2. The Neumann series
expansion for S 2 can thus be written
S 2(τ) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)CI(τ)
+
∞∑
n=1
λn2
∫ ∞
0
dτ1 K∗2,2(τ − τ1)
∫ ∞
0
dτ2 K∗2,2(τ1 − τ2) . . .
∫ ∞
0
dτn K∗2,2(τn−1 − τn)CI(τn). (45)
The term of order n gives the contribution of all the photons
that have been scattered n times after creation by the primary
source term. Its magnitude is order of λn2 since K
∗
2,2 is normal-
ized to unity. It is easy to see that λ2 is smaller than unity. Even
if (1 − p) is close to unity, the two other factors are signifi-
cantly smaller than unity (M2,2 is equal to one only if the mag-
netic field is zero). Hence a few terms should suﬃce to properly
represent the solution of the integral Eq. (43). We remark also
that the accuracy of a truncated Neumann series expansion is
not directly related to the optical depth of the line. The latter
aﬀects mainly the optical depth dependence of CI. It is clear
that a Neumann series expansion would not be a good method
to calculate I1, i.e. Stokes I, since λ1 = 1 − o is extremely
close to unity. Spectral lines that are used to evaluate the so-
lar turbulent magnetic field with the Hanle eﬀect typically have
o  10−2−10−3. The Neumann series expansion could be used
to calculate Stokes I only for a line with optical depth much
smaller than unity.
A fairly common approximation to evaluate Stokes Q is the
single scattering approximation, also called the last-scattering
approximation (Stenflo 1982, 1994). It amounts to keep only
the zeroth order term corresponding to n = 0 in the expansion
(45) in powers of λ2, i.e. to consider that the polarization is cre-
ated by photons which have been scattered only once. It has the
advantage of by-passing transfer calculations for the polarized
field. It is not restricted to optically thin lines. For example,
it works quite well for a line like Sri 460.7 nm which has an
optical depth around 10 (Faurobert et al. 2001). This can be
explained by the fact that CI decreases fairly rapidly with in-
creasing values of τ and by the fact that the single scattering
albedo is significantly smaller than unity.
Here we make an approximation slightly more sophisti-
cated than the single scattering approximation and refer to it as
a two-scattering approximation. Namely, we keep in Eq. (45)
the zeroth order term but also the first order term corresponding
to n = 1. With this approximation,
S 2(τ) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)CI(τ) + (1 − p)2M2,2(H)
×
∫ ∞
0
K22(τ − τ′)M2,2(H′)CI(τ′) dτ′, (46)
where H stands for H(τ) and H′ for H(τ′). Here, two terms
contribute to the source function at a point of optical depth
τ, a local term and a non local one given by the integral over
the whole atmosphere of the primary source term weighted by
the transport operator. Because the single scattering albedo is
smaller than unity, the non local term will be smaller than the
local one. Whereas the single scattering approximation is a lo-
cal approximation for the calculation of the polarization, our
two-scattering approximation is clearly not.
5.3. Stokes Q. The mean source function ¯S2
We show in this section how to calculate the mean source func-
tion ¯S 2(τ) = 〈SQ(τ|H〉, where 〈 〉 stand for the average over
P(H). The two-scattering approximation applied to Eq. (41)
yields
S2(τ|H) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)
[
CI(τ)
+ (1 − p)
∫ ∞
0
K22(τ − τ′; H)M2,2(·)CI(τ′) dτ′
]
. (47)
Averaging the primary source term in Eq. (47) is straightfor-
ward. To average the integral term, we must calculate the quan-
tity D2,2(
) defined by
D2,2(
) = 〈M2,2e
νΠ1 M2,2〉, (48)
where 
 = |τ′ − τ|/µ (see Eq. (42)). In the macroturbulent
(ν = 0) and microturbulent (ν → ∞) limits, D2,2(
) becomes
equal to 〈M22,2〉 and 〈M2,2〉2, respectively. We recall that in the
microturbulent limit all the random coeﬃcients can be replaced
by their local averages over the magnetic field distribution. We
now show that for a finite non zero value of ν,
D2,2(
) = e−
ν〈M22,2〉 + (1 − e−
ν)〈M2,2〉2. (49)
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Observe that this result is simply a linear combination of the
macro and microturbulent limits and is consistent with both
limits.
We consider the Laplace transform of D2,2(
) :
˜D2,2(p) =
∫ ∞
0
e−p
D2,2(
) d
,
=
〈
M2,2(p − νΠ1)−1M2,2
〉
. (50)
The calculation of the inverse of the operator (p−νΠ1) is equiv-
alent to the solution of the integral equation
(p − νΠ1) f (H) = g(H), (51)
with f the unknown and g given. Here p is implicitly multiplied
by the operator unity. Using Eq. (25), this integral equation can
be written as
p f (H) + ν f (H) − ν
∫
P(H′) f (H′) d3H′ = g(H). (52)
We first calculate the mean value of f (H) by averaging over H.
Inserting the result into Eq. (52), we obtain
f (H) = g(H)
p + ν
+
1
p
ν
p + ν
∫
P(H′)g(H′) d3H′. (53)
Now we set g = M2,2, multiply by M2,2 and average over the
magnetic field distribution (see Eq. (50)). A decomposition of
ν/[p(ν + p)] in simple fractions yields
˜D2,2(p) = 1p + ν [〈M
2
2,2〉 − 〈M2,2〉2] +
1
p
〈M2,2〉2. (54)
One sees immediately that ˜D2,2(p) is the Laplace transform of
the result given in Eq. (49).
A less general but more direct method for obtaining
Eq. (49) is to expand the exponential operator in Eq. (48). This
leads to
D2,2(
) =
〈
M2,2
(
1 −
νΠ1 + 12

2ν2Π21 + . . .
)
M2,2
〉
. (55)
Using the properties of Π1 given in Eqs. (26) and (27), we
obtain
D2,2(
) = 〈M22,2〉 −
ν
[
〈M22,2〉 − 〈M2,2〉2
]
+
1
2

2ν2
[
〈M22,2〉 − 〈M2,2〉2
]
+ ... (56)
Summing all the terms, we recover the result in Eq. (49).
So our final result for the mean source function is
¯S 2(τ) = (1 − p)〈M2,2〉CI(τ)
+ (1 − p)2
∫ ∞
0
∫ wh
xµ
ϕ(x)Ψ2,2(µ)
×
[
e−ν|τ
′−τ|/µ[〈M22,2〉 − 〈M2,2〉2] + 〈M2,2〉2
]
× e−|τ′−τ|ϕ(x)/µϕ(x)CI(τ′) dµ dx dτ′. (57)
This expression involves only the primary source term CI
defined in Eq. (37) and the mean values of M2,2 and M22,2.
As already pointed out, in the microturbulent and macrotur-
bulent limits, the large square bracket reduces to 〈M2,2〉2 and
〈M22,2〉, respectively. For a stationary Kubo-Anderson process
m(t) of zero mean and density ν, the covariance is given by
(Brissaud & Frisch 1974)
〈m(t)m(t′)〉 = 〈m2〉e−ν|t−t′|. (58)
Replacing m(t) by the diﬀerence M2,2(τ/µ) − 〈M2,2(τ/µ)〉, we
see that the square bracket, is simply the autocorrelation func-
tion 〈M2,2(τ/µ)M2,2(τ′/µ)〉. If we had considered H as a ran-
dom process in space and not in time, i.e. if we had averaged
Eq. (46) over the magnetic field distribution, there would be
no factor 1/µ. This factor 1/µ properly takes into account the
number of turbulent eddies that are crossed along the line of
sight.
We note also that for large values of |τ − τ′| such that
ν|τ − τ′|/µ  1, the dominant factor inside the large square
bracket in Eq. (57) is 〈M2,2〉2. So, as expected, we recover the
microturbulent limit when many turbulent eddies lie between τ
and τ′.
Equation (57) shows also that ¯S 2 is independent of the cor-
relation length of the magnetic field in the standard single scat-
tering approximation since ¯S 2 is approximated by the first term
in the r.h.s.
5.4. Mean Stokes Q
We are now ready to determine ¯I2(τ, x, µ), the average of the
mean conditional polarization I2(τ, x, µ|H) over the distribu-
tion of the magnetic field. Averaging Eq. (39), we obtain for ¯I2
a standard transfer equation
µ
∂ ¯I2(τ, x, µ)
∂τ
= ϕ(x)
[
¯I2(τ, x, µ) − ¯S 2(τ)
]
, (59)
where ¯S 2(τ) is given in Eq. (57). There is no contribution from
the term involving the operator Π1 since it becomes zero upon
averaging (see Eq. (26)). The solution of Eq. (59) is of the form
shown in Eqs. (28) and (29). For the surface value we simply
have
¯I2(0, x, µ) =
∫ ∞
0
e−τϕ(x)/µ ¯S 2(τ)ϕ(x) dτ
µ
· (60)
This expression is consistent with the fact that there is no ran-
domness in the profile ϕ. The mean value of the azimuthal av-
erage of Stokes Q follows then from Eq. (3).
To summarize, the calculation of the mean value of I2 in-
volves only a few fairly simple steps. First one has to solve a
scalar transfer problem for I1 with, say, an accelerated Lambda
iteration method. Equation (57) gives an explicit expression for
the mean source function ¯S 2 in which CI, the primary source, is
given by Eq. (37). It suﬃces then to integrate the source func-
tion as shown in Eq. (60). Of course a choice has to be made
for the distribution of the magnetic field.
The element M2,2 can be written as (Stenflo 1994)
M2,2 = 1 − 3 sin2 θBγ2B
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ sin
2 θB
1 + 4γ2B
+
cos2 θB
1 + γ2B
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ · (61)
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Here, θB is the inclination angle of the magnetic field and
γB is a dimensionless parameter which depends on the in-
tensity of the magnetic field. Namely, γB = 2πνLg/ΓT, with
νL = e|H|/(4πmc) the Larmor frequency of the electron in the
magnetic field, g the Landé factor of the upper level, ΓT the
destruction rate of the upper level alignment (sum of the ra-
diative, inelastic and depolarizing destruction rates) (Bommier
1997a,b; Faurobert et al. 2001; Bommier et al. 2005). The ele-
ment M2,2 does not depend on the longitude χB of the magnetic
field.
For a magnetic field with a constant intensity, isotropi-
cally distributed over the solid angle (Stenflo 1982; Landi
Degl’Innocenti & Landi Degl’Innocenti 1988; LL04),
〈M2,2〉 = 14π
∫ 2π
0
∫ π
0
M2,2(θB, γB) sin θB dθB dχB. (62)
A simple calculation yields
〈M2,2〉 = 1 − 25
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ γ
2
B
1 + γ2B
+
4γ2B
1 + 4γ2B
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (63)
and
〈M22,2〉 = 1 −
4
35
γ2B
1 + γ2B
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣8 + 9 (1 + 3γ
2
B)(3 + 4γ2B)
(1 + 4γ2B)2(1 + γ2B)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (64)
One can verify that 〈M22,2〉 is always positive.
5.5. Mean Stokes U
As shown by Eq. (4), Stokes U depends on Ik, k = 3, . . . , 6,
only. Proceeding as above, we introduce the mean conditional
components Ik which satisfy the transfer Eq. (39) with the
mean conditional source functions given by
Sk(τ|H) = (1 − p)Mk,2(H)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣CI(τ)
+
∫
xµ
ϕ(x)Ψ2,2(µ)I2(τ, x, µ|H) dµ dx
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (65)
Now we remark that the square bracket can be expressed in
terms of S2(τ|H) (see Eq. (40)). We thus obtain
Sk(τ|H) = Mk,2(H)M2,2(H)S2(τ|H). (66)
Hence Sk is also given by Eq. (47) where M2,2 is replaced by
Mk,2 outside the square bracket. Averaging over the magnetic
field as in Sect. 5.3, we obtain for ¯S k(τ) = 〈Sk(τ|H)〉 a result
quite similar to Eq. (57), namely
¯S k(τ) = (1 − p)〈Mk,2〉CI(τ)
+ (1 − p)2
∫ ∞
0
∫ wh
xµ
ϕ(x)Ψ2,2(µ)
[
e−ν|τ
′−τ|/µ
× [〈Mk,2M2,2〉 − 〈Mk,2〉〈M2,2〉] + 〈Mk,2〉〈M2,2〉
]
× e−|τ′−τ|ϕ(x)/µϕ(x)CI(τ′) dµ dx dτ′. (67)
In the first term 〈Mk,2〉 replaces 〈M2,2〉 and in the square bracket
we have combinations of the macroturbulent and microturbu-
lent limits of the product Mk,2M2,2.
At the surface, the mean values ¯Ik(0, x, µ) are simply given
by Eq. (60) with ¯S 2 replaced by ¯S k. The Mk,2 depend linearly
on sin χB and cosχB. Hence the mean values of 〈Mk,2〉 and
〈Mk,2M2,2〉 over an isotropically distributed field are zero (see
Eq. (62)) and Stokes U is zero as it should be. The same situa-
tion holds for any axisymmetric magnetic field distribution.
5.6. Line core and line wings
Since the Hanle eﬀect acts only in the line core, the conditional
source functions S2 and Sk are actually function of the fre-
quency x. The expressions given in Eqs. (57) and (67) must
then be somewhat modified. In the first term which serves as
primary source, M22 must be set to unity and Mk2 to zero when
|x| > xc. In the integral term, the coeﬃcient M22 must be set to
unity and the coeﬃcient Mk2 to zero when |x′| > xc.
6. The Hanle effect with turbulent velocity
and magnetic fields
We now consider the joint eﬀects of a turbulent velocity field
u and of a turbulent magnetic field H. We assume that the ve-
locity field has the same statistical properties as the magnetic
field, namely that it is also a KAP with density ν and that it
has the same jumping points as the magnetic field. We denote
by PH,v(H, u) the joint probability density of H and u and by
PH(H) and Pv(u) the marginal density probability of H and u,
respectively. An eﬀective medium approximation will be in-
troduced to handle the complexity introduced by the turbulent
field, otherwise the method follows the same lines as above.
The operator of the full random Markov process is
Π(H, u; H′, u′) =
− 1
tcorr
[
δ(H − H′)δ(u − u′) − PH,v(H, u)] . (68)
Because of the Doppler eﬀect, the random field u enters in
the absorption profile which becomes ϕ(x − u · Ω/c), with Ω
the direction of propagation of the radiation. Proceeding as
above, we consider the magnetic field and velocity field to
be random processes in time. We introduce the joint process
{H(t), u(t), I(t)} and its probability density P(H, u, I; t) which
satisfies
∂P
∂t
= ΠP − c
6∑
l=1
∂
∂Il
[
[Ll(H, u)I +A(u)Gl]P
]
, (69)
with the initial condition
P(H, u, I; 0) = PH,v(H, u)
6∏
l=1
δ(Il − I(0)l ). (70)
We introduce the mean conditional irreducible Stokes vector
I (t, z, x, µ|H, u). Each component is defined as in Eq. (16) with
P(H) replaced by PH,v(H, u). The stationary solution of the
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time-dependent transfer equation for I satisfies a set of equa-
tions similar to Eqs. (22) and (23) where ϕ(x) is replaced by
ϕ(x−u·Ω/c). The integral equation corresponding to Eq. (30) is
S(τ|H, u) = G(τ)
+ (1 − ˆE) ˆM(H)
∫ ∞
0
KH,v(τ − τ′; H, u)S(τ′| ·, ·) dτ′, (71)
where the operatorKH,v is defined by
KH,v(τ; H, u) =
∫ wh
xµ
ϕ(x − 1
c
u ·Ω) ˆΨ(µ)
× exp
[
−|τ|
µ
(ϕ − νΠ1)
]
ϕ(·) dµ dx. (72)
As above, conditional means are denoted with calligraphic
upper case letters. The notation
∫ wh
xµ
is defined in Eq. (32).
The dots indicates that ϕ and S are functions of the velocity
and magnetic fields variables. In the exponential, ϕ stands for
ϕ(x − u · Ω/c) times the operator unity. The operator Π1 is
defined by
Π1(H, u|H′, u′) = − 1PH,v(H, u)
×
[
δ(H − H′)δ(u − u′) − PH,v(H, u)
]
PH,v(H′, u′). (73)
To simplify the notation, we now introduce the symbol〈
. . .
〉
v
=
∫
Pv(u) . . .d3u, (74)
the variable
xd = x − 1
c
u ·Ω, (75)
and the operator
O(τ, µ;ϕ,Π1) = exp
[
−|τ|
µ
(ϕ(xd) − νΠ1)
]
. (76)
We also introduce Πv1, the projection of Π1 on functions inde-
pendent of the magnetic field. It can be written as
Πv1 = −
1
Pv(u) [δ(u − u
′) − Pv(u)]Pv(u′). (77)
We now show how to establish explicit expressions for the
mean values of the six components of the source vector S. In
addition to approximations described in Sect. 4, an eﬀective
medium is introduced to handle some of the random velocity
field eﬀects.
6.1. Stokes I; effective medium approximation
With the above assumptions, the component S1 is independent
of the magnetic field and we recover the problem treated in
FF76. The integral equation for S1(τ|u) is
S1(τ|u) = G1(τ) + (1 − o)
∫ ∞
0
Kv1,1(τ − τ′; u)S1(τ′| ·) dτ′. (78)
Here the operatorKv1,1 is defined as in Eq. (72) withΠ1 replaced
by Πv1 and ˆΨ replaced by Ψ11 = 1.
An eﬀective source function, independent of the velocity
field was introduced in FF76 on the ground that the source
function is rather insensitive to turbulent fields (Athay 1972).
This point is discussed again below. So we make the approxi-
mation,
S1(τ|u) = Seﬀ1 (τ), (79)
and use it as an Ansatz in Eq. (78). Since the integral term still
depends on u, we average it over the velocity distribution (see
Sect. 8 in FF76). This procedure leads to the integral equation
Seﬀ1 (τ) = G1(τ) + (1 − o)
∫ ∞
0
K eﬀ1,1(τ − τ′)Seﬀ1 (τ′) dτ′, (80)
with
K eﬀ1,1(τ) =
∫ wh
xµ
〈
ϕ(xd)O(τ, µ;ϕ,Πv1)ϕ( · )
〉
v
dµ dx. (81)
A numerical method for the calculation of the eﬀective source
function is described in FF80.
6.2. Stokes Q; mean source function
We deduce from Eq. (71) that S2(τ|H, u) satisfies an integral
equation which can be written
S2(τ|H, u) = S1,2(τ|H, u) + S2,2(τ|H, u), (82)
where
S1,2(τ|H, u) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)
×
∫ ∞
0
Kv,H1,2 (τ − τ′; H, u)S1(τ′|·) dτ′, (83)
plays the role of a primary source term and where
S2,2(τ|H, u) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)
×
∫ ∞
0
Kv,H2,2 (τ − τ′; H, u)S2(τ′|·, ·) dτ′, (84)
is the integral term. In the single scattering approximation, S2
reduces to S1,2. Here Kv,H1,2 and Kv,H2,2 are defined as in Eq. (72),
with ˆΨ replaced by Ψ1,2 and Ψ2,2, respectively. The integral
equation for S2 is now solved with a first order Neumann se-
ries expansion (see Sect. 5.2) and the solution is averaged over
the magnetic and velocity field distribution to obtain the mean
value ¯S 2(τ) = 〈S2(H, u)〉. We first deal with S1,2 and then
with S2,2.
6.2.1. Evaluation and mean value of S1,2
For consistency with the eﬀective medium approximation used
to evaluate Stokes I, we replace in Eq. (83) S1(τ|·) by S eﬀ1 (τ)
and thus obtain
S1,2(τ|H, u) = (1 − p)
∫ ∞
0
Γ1,2(τ − τ′; H, u)Seﬀ1 (τ′) dτ′, (85)
with
Γ1,2(τ; H, u) = M2,2(H)
×
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ1,2(µ)ϕ(xd)O(τ, µ;ϕ,Πv1)ϕ(·) dµ dx. (86)
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Proceeding as in Sect. 5.3, we calculate the Laplace transform
of Γ1,2. It may be written as
˜Γ1,2(p; H, u) = M2,2(H)
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ1,2(µ)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ϕ2
p + (ϕ + ν)/µ
+
ν
µ
ϕ
p + (ϕ + ν)/µ
〈
ϕ
p + (ϕ + ν)/µ
〉
v
×
[〈
1 − ν
µ
1
p + (ϕ + ν)/µ
〉
v
]−1 ⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ dµ dx, (87)
where ϕ stands for ϕ(x − u ·Ω/c).
Now we remark that the integration over x plays a role
somewhat similar to an averaging over the velocity field. When
ν = 0 ( macroturbulent limit), an integration over x is exactly
equivalent to an integration over u. It is not true when ν is fi-
nite. This remark, which explains why the source function, in
the scalar case, is not very sensitive to turbulent velocities, sug-
gests to introduce for S1,2 an eﬀective medium approximation,
namely
S1,2(τ; H, u)  Seﬀ1,2(τ; H) = (1 − p)M2,2(H)CeﬀI (τ), (88)
with
CeﬀI (τ) =
∫ ∞
0
K eﬀ1,2(τ − τ′)Seﬀ1 (τ′) dτ′, (89)
and
K eﬀ1,2(τ) =
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ1,2(µ)
〈
ϕ(xd)O(τ, µ;ϕ,Πv1)ϕ( · )
〉
v
dµ dx. (90)
In the macro and micro turbulent limits, K eﬀ1,2 reduces to the
usual deterministic K1,2 with either the frequency profile ϕ or
its mean value 〈ϕ〉 over the velocity distribution. In these limits
the integral of K1,2 over τ (from −∞ to +∞) is zero. This prop-
erty holds also for K eﬀ1,2. It is a consequence of the fact that the
integral of Ψ1,2 over µ is zero.
The eﬀective medium approximation cannot take into ac-
count any sort of coupling between magnetic field and veloc-
ity field fluctuations. We show now that one can construct an
approximation of S1,2 based on the macro and microturbulent
limits of Γ1,2 which does not have this drawback.
The inverse Laplace transform in Eq. (87) cannot be cal-
culated explicitely, however one can easily obtain the macro
(ν = 0) and microturbulent (ν = ∞) limits,
Γ1,2(τ; H, u)ma =
M2,2(H)
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ1,2(µ)ϕ2(xd)e−|τ|ϕ(xd)/µ dµ dx, (91)
Γ1,2(τ; H, u)mi =
M2,2(H)
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ1,2(µ)ϕ(xd)〈ϕ〉e−|τ|〈ϕ〉/µ dµ dx. (92)
Note that these limits still depend on the random values of H
and u. A numerical investigation of the eﬀective kernel Keﬀ1,1
(FF80) shows that it behaves as the microturbulent limit for
optical depths larger than 1/ν and like that the macroturbulent
limit for optical depths smaller than 10−2/νwith a smooth tran-
sition between the two limits. Also the exact expression for ob-
tained D2,2(
) in Eq. (49) is a combination of the macro and
microturbulent limits. We propose the approximation
Γ1,2(τ; H, u)  Γ1,2(τ; H, u)ma e−ν|τ|/µ
+Γ1,2(τ; H, u)mi
(
1 − e−ν|τ|/µ
)
. (93)
It is consistent with the exact result in Eq. (49) obtained for
the pure magnetic field case. It should be possible to improve
this approximation by expanding ˜Γ1,2(p; H, u) in powers of ν
for ν→ 0 and in powers of 1/ν for ν→ ∞.
We now average S1,2(τ|H, u) over the joint magnetic and
velocity field distribution to obtain the mean source function in
the single scattering approximation denoted here by ¯S ss2 (τ). We
consider separately each of the two approximations constructed
for S1,2. The eﬀective medium approximation leads to
¯S ss2 (τ) = (1 − p)〈M2,2(H)〉
∫ ∞
0
Keﬀ1,2(τ − τ′)S eﬀ1 (τ′) dτ′, (94)
where Keﬀ1,2 is defined in Eq. (90). The second approximation,
which can account for correlations between the velocity and
magnetic field distributions, yields
¯S ss2 (τ) = (1 − p)
∫ ∞
0
¯Γ1,2(τ − τ′)S eﬀ1 (τ′) dτ′, (95)
where
¯Γ1,2(τ) =
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ1,2(µ)
{
〈M2,2ϕ2e−|τ|ϕ/µ〉 e−ν|τ|/µ
+ 〈M2,2ϕ〉〈ϕ〉e−|τ|〈ϕ〉/µ
(
1 − e−ν|τ|/µ
)}
dµ dx. (96)
In Eqs. (94) and (96), the average of M2,2 is over the magnetic
field distribution function PH(H), the average of ϕ is over the
velocity distribution function Pv(u) and for the quantities which
depend on H and u, the averages are over the joint magnetic and
velocity distribution function P(H, u). It should be noted that
the second approximation reduces to an approximate version of
the first one if P(H, u) can be factorized as a product P(H, u) =
Pv(u)PH(H). We note also that the integral over τ of ¯Γ1,2 is zero,
as is the integral of Keﬀ1,2.
6.2.2. Evaluation and mean value of S2,2
To calculate S2,2 we should in principle replace in Eq. (84)
S2(τ|H, u) by S1,2(τ|H, u). Here we use the approximate value
Seﬀ1,2(τ|H) given in Eq. (88). With the full expression the algebra
would become unnecessary complicated for a term which can
be considered as a correction to S1,2 since the single scattering
albedo λ2 is smaller than unity (see Sect. 5.2). We thus obtain
S2,2(τ|H, u) = (1 − p)2
×
∫ ∞
0
Γ2,2(τ − τ′; H, u)CeﬀI (τ′) dτ′, (97)
with
Γ2,2(τ; H, u) = M2,2(H)
×
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ2,2(µ)ϕ(xd)O(τ, µ;ϕ,Π1)M2,2(·)ϕ(·) dµ dx. (98)
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We now consider the Laplace transform of Γ2,2. To calculate
the action of the operator
[
p+ (ϕ− νΠ1)/µ
]−1
we proceed as in
Sect. 5.3, i.e. we look for the solution of the integral equation
[
p + (ϕ − νΠ1)/µ] f (H, u) = g1(H)g2(u), (99)
where g1(H) and g2(u) are given functions and f (H, u) the
unknown. After some simple algebra, we find
˜Γ2,2(p; H, u) = M2,2(H)
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ2,2(µ)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
M2,2ϕ2
p + (ϕ + ν)/µ
+
ν
µ
ϕ
p + (ϕ + ν)/µ
〈 M2,2ϕ
p + (ϕ + ν)/µ
〉
H,v
×
[〈
1 − ν
µ
1
p + (ϕ + ν)/µ
〉
v
]−1 ⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ dµ dx. (100)
This expression is similar to Eq. (87) but is quadratic in M2,2.
Its limits for ν = 0 and ν = ∞ are
Γ2,2(τ; H, u)ma = M22,2(H)
×
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ2,2(µ)ϕ2(xd)e−|τ|ϕ(xd)/µ dµ dx, (101)
Γ2,2(τ; H, u)mi = M2,2(H)
×
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ2,2(µ)ϕ(xd)〈M2,2ϕ〉ve−|τ|〈ϕ〉/µ dµ dx. (102)
With these two limits, one can construct an approximate ex-
pression for the mean value ¯Γ2,2(τ) with the procedure applied
in Eq. (93) to ¯Γ1,2(τ).
Collecting all the results, we obtain
¯S 2(τ) = ¯S ss2 (τ) + (1 − p)2
∫ ∞
0
¯Γ2,2(τ − τ′)CeﬀI (τ′) dτ′, (103)
where ¯S ss2 is given by Eqs. (94) or (95) and
¯Γ2,2(τ) =
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ2,2(µ)
{
〈M22,2ϕ2e−|τ|ϕ/µ〉 e−ν|τ|/µ
+〈M2,2ϕ〉2e−|τ|〈ϕ〉/µ (1 − e−ν|τ|/µ)
}
dµ dx. (104)
This expression takes a simpler form if the distribution function
P(H, u) can be factorized since one can average M2,2 and ϕ
independently. If ϕ is not random, one recovers the expression
given for ¯S 2 in Eq. (57).
6.3. Stokes U. Mean source function
The expressions given in Sect. 5.5 are easily generalized to the
random velocity case. The Ik(τ, x, µ|H, u) (k = 3 to 6) satisfy
the transfer Eq. (39) with I2 replaced by Ik and S2 replaced by
Sk(τ|H, u) = Mk,2(H)M2,2(H)
[
S1,2(τ|H, u) + S2,2(τ|H, u)
]
, (105)
where S1,2 and S2,2 are defined in Eqs. (83) and (84). The ex-
pression of Sk is a straightforward generalization of Eqs. (65)
and (66).
To calculate the mean value of Sk, we follow the procedure
described in Sect. 6.2. Replacing S1,2 by Seﬀ1,2, we obtain
¯S k(τ) = (1 − p)〈M2,2〉CeﬀI (τ)
+(1 − p)2
∫ ∞
0
¯Γk,2(τ − τ′)CeﬀI (τ′) dτ′, (106)
where
¯Γk,2(τ) =
∫ wh
xµ
Ψ2,2(µ)
{
〈Mk,2M2,2ϕ2e−|τ|ϕ/µ〉 e−ν|τ|/µ
+〈Mk,2ϕ〉〈M2,2ϕ〉e−|τ|〈ϕ〉/µ (1 − e−ν|τ|/µ)
}
dµ dx. (107)
If ϕ is not random, we recover the expression given in Eq. (67).
6.4. Mean Stokes parameters
The mean conditional six-component vector I (τ, x, µ|H, u) is
given by Eqs. (28) and (29) with ϕ(x) replaced by ϕ(x−u ·Ω/c)
and S(τ|H) by S(τ|H, u). The averaging over the magnetic
field and velocity field distributions cannot be performed ex-
plicitly unless we replace each component of S(τ|H, u) by the
mean source functions ¯S k(τ), k = 1 . . .6, constructed above (for
k = 1, the mean source function is S eﬀ1 (τ)). With this approxi-
mation, the six components of the mean irreducible Stokes vec-
tor at τ = 0 can be written as
¯Ieﬀk (0, x, µ) =
∫ ∞
0
Keﬀ2 (τ, x, µ) ¯S k(τ)
dτ
µ
, (108)
with
Keﬀ2 (τ, x, µ) =
〈
exp
[
−|τ|
µ
(ϕ(xd) − νΠv1)
]
ϕ( · )
〉
v
. (109)
The operator Πv1 is defined in Eq. (77). The mean source func-
tions are given in Eq. (80) for k = 1, in Eq. (103) for k = 2 and
in Eq. (106) for the other values of k. The function Keﬀ2 (τ, x, µ)
is the eﬀective escape probability introduced in FF76. A nu-
merical method for the calculation of Keﬀ2 based on an expo-
nential representation is described in FF80. The mean values
of Q and U can then be deduced from Eqs. (3) and (4).
In this section we have treated simultaneously the eﬀects of
a turbulent velocity field and of a turbulent magnetic field, both
represented by KAPs. The magnetic field eﬀects were treated
with the same approximations as in the absence of velocity
field. Namely, we have neglected the eﬀect of the magnetic
field on Stokes I, the coupling of Stokes Q with Stokes U and
we have calculated the polarization with a two-scattering ap-
proximation. For the Stokes parameter I, we have introduced
an eﬀective source function which takes into account finite cor-
relation length eﬀects of the velocity field and allows one to
separate some of the velocity field from the magnetic field ef-
fects. We have thus been able to construct explicit expressions
for the mean Stokes parameters Q and U which take into ac-
count finite correlation length eﬀects and also correlations be-
tween the magnetic field and velocity field fluctuations. In the
model we have used, the velocity field and magnetic field have
the same correlation length and the same jumping points. It is
certainly possible to release these assumption. For instance, in
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Brissaud & Frisch (1971), the electronic and ionic microfields
of the stochastic Stark eﬀect are represented by two KAPs with
diﬀerent correlation lengths.
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have given explicit expressions for the mean
observable Stokes parameters. We defer to a subsequent work
the numerical calculation of these mean Stokes parameters. The
results will depend on the choices made for the velocity field
and magnetic field distribution function. The current views on
solar magnetic fields (Stenflo 2004) is that 1% of the photo-
spheric volume is filled by kG flux tubes while 99% is filled
with a small scale turbulent field with a strength in the range
of tens of Gauss. Magnetograms from the Swedish La Palma
telescope and from MDI indicate that the probability distri-
bution function (PDF) of the magnetic field strengths can be
well fitted by Voigt functions with dispersion (damping) wings
that extend out to kG fields (Stenflo & Holzreuter 2002, 2003).
For scales below the diﬀraction limit of present day telescopes
(about 100 km), numerical simulations of magneto-convection
or fully developed turbulence can provide the PDF of the mag-
netic field strength, but also the distribution of the magnetic
field directions and some indications on typical correlation
scales. Numerical simulations may also provide some informa-
tions on the velocity distribution and on the correlations be-
tween velocity and magnetic field fluctuations. We note that
our model should be able to incorporate an anisotropic distri-
bution of magnetic fields and also a correlation scale depending
on a mean magnetic field strength.
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